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Order and Sequence of Lessons: 

Language 1: Articulated Language 

All the articulated language lessons/exercises/enrichment are presented starting around age 2 and 

continue through childhood. They are the foundation for everything that follows. There is no particular 

order to these presentations, they can be done simultaneously.  

Language 2: Graphic Language  

The lessons/materials for the indirect preparation of the hand for writing begin around age 2. There is 

no particular order to these presentations, they can be worked with simultaneously. 

The lessons for the direct preparation of the hand for writing begin around age 3 1/2, after the child 

has had indirect preparation of the hand for writing. The metal insets and sandpaper letters can be 

introduced around the same time depending on the ability of the child to hold a pencil with a tripod 

grasp. If their hand is not ready for metal insets, then focus on sandpaper letters first and indirect 

preparation of the hand exercises. The Moveable Alphabet is introduced after the child has worked 

with some of the sandpaper letters and knows some of the sounds of the letters, approximately 4 

years.  

Handwriting exercises with the cursive strokes and lower-case letters are introduced as the child shows 

readiness filling in metal inset designs with some control and even strokes.  

Reading:  

Phonetic reading occurs as the child has retained the sound for each single letter and key phonogram. 

The lesson plan that is included in each video lesson indicates what lesson/s precedes it and the 

approximate age.  The reading lessons can be presented in sequential order as listed on the tracking 

sheet as the child shows success with each. (Also see A Key to Writing and Reading For English for 

details) 

Word Function, Properties of Language, and Logical Speech 

These lessons begin as the child begins to read words. The noun and verb commands are great reading 

exercises for beginner readers, the other exercises can be presented in sequential order as listed on 

the tracking sheet. 

 


